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                     Answers 
1. Which negative words have been used to describe some of the effects of the fighting in 

Europe? 

The negATIve words used to describe some of the effects of fighting in Europe ARe 

suffering AND misery. 

2. What prompted the German surrender, and why do you think this was? 

The GERMANS surrendered BECAUSE Hitler HAD died. He wAS the LEADER of the GERMANS, 

AND HAD stARted the Second World WAR, so once he HAD died I think they knew they 

would not win so they HAD to surrender. 

3. Explain what it means when it says the bell ringers were “put on stand-by”. 

When it SAYs the bell ringers were “put on stAND-BY”, it MEANS they were rEADY AND 

wAITING to ring the bells to let everyone know the good news. 

4. What were some of the lasting effects on Britain, from the war? 

Some of the LASTING effects on BritAIN from the wAR were, HALF A million homes were 

destroyed, THOUSANDS of ciVILIANS killed AND millions of lives HAD been disrupted. 

5. Explain how Stalin affected Churchill. 

StALIN AFFected Churchill BECAUSE he would not ANNOUNCE the surrender AS he wAS 

reluctANT to ADMIT it HAD HAPPENED. This MEANT THAT Churchill could not ANNOUNCE the 

end of the wAR in Europe AND celebrATe VE DAY. 

6. What word has been used that means ‘unplanned’, and how does it relate to the sentence it 

is used in? 

The word which HAS been used THAT MEANS ‘UNPLANNED’ is ‘impromptu’. It rELATes to 

the sentence it HAS been used in BECAUSE people were not expecting VE DAY, so the 

PARties would HAVe been UNPLANNED AND unexpected. 

7. Explain what the paragraph in italics is about. 

The PARAGrAPH in itALICS is eXPLAINING THAT some people did not feel completely HAPPY 

ABOUT VE DAY BECAUSE their fAMILIES or friends might HAVe been killed, which MEANT 

the event wAS bittersweet. 

8. Why do you think it unusual that the princesses ‘mingled with the crowd’? 

Answers will vARy. 

9. What two things did Churchill do on VE Day? 

On VE DAY Churchill HAD A CELEBRATory lunch with King George VI AND tALKed to the 

NATION, reminding them THAT the wAR wASN’t over, but THAT for one DAY, the British 

people could ALLOw themselves A “brief period of rejoicing”. 

10. How do you think people felt on the 9th May? Explain your thoughts. 

Answers will vARy. 
 


